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CS Odessa Announces 25 Typical Orgcharts Solution for ConceptDraw PRO
Published on 09/01/15
CS Odessa today announces a new solution to assist users to build powerful organizational
chart structures. The 25 Typical Orgcharts Solution contains many predesigned samples and
vector shape libraries which contain the necessary icons you need to effectively
illustrate an organizational structure chart. The new addition to the ConceptDraw Solution
Park are for current users of ConceptDraw PRO v10, the latest business graphics and
diagramming edition of the powerful ConceptDraw product line.
San Jose, California - CS Odessa releases new solution to assist users to build powerful
organizational chart structures. The new solution for ConceptDraw PRO v10 provides
individuals with extensive new libraries and objects to assist in organizational chart
construction. Samples and libraries in the new Solution provide powerful assistance in
building descriptive orgcharts.
Inside the 25 Typical Orgcharts Solution for ConceptDraw PRO, you will find twenty-five
organizational templates, which allow you to depict a wide array of organizational
structure types - and to represent any matrix organization structure, functional
organizational structure, or business structure. The 25 Typical Orgcharts Solution
contains many predesigned samples and vector shape libraries which contain the necessary
icons you need to effectively illustrate an organizational structure chart. The 25 Typical
Orgchart Solution for ConceptDraw PRO is a paid solution ($25 USD).
The ConceptDraw product line is known for constantly adding value to its products. These
new additions to the ConceptDraw Solution Park are for current users of ConceptDraw PRO
v10, our latest business graphics and diagramming edition of the powerful ConceptDraw
product line. ConceptDraw PRO is compatible with Apple OS X and Microsoft Windows.
ConceptDraw PRO retails for $199 USD. ConceptDraw PRO v10 is now included in
ConceptDraw
Office v3 which retails for $499 USD.
ConceptDraw Solution Park is an online collection of visual solutions for knowledge
workers designed to provide productivity increasing solutions for all ConceptDraw
products. ConceptDraw Solution Park contains many subject areas for professional
applications. It delivers solutions for Project Management, Business Productivity,
Universal Diagramming and Collaboration.
ConceptDraw Office v3 is an integrated set of visualization products and document exchange
technologies. ConceptDraw Office consists of a diagramming platform, a mind mapping tool,
and a project management tool. These tools are essential to generate business diagrams,
mind maps, project plans, dashboards, presenta tions, schematics, and any other business
visualizations. Find out more about ConceptDraw Products and Solutions their official
website.
ConceptDraw Productivity Line:
http://www.conceptdraw.com
ConceptDraw Solution Park:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/solution-park/
ConceptDraw 25 Typical Orgcharts Solution:
http://www.conceptdraw.com/solution-park/management-typical-orgcharts
Purchase:
https://my.conceptdraw.com/buy/pricing_purchasing.php
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Screenshot (Organizational Chart Design Elements) :
http://www.conceptdraw.com/solution-park/resource/images/solutions/25-typicalorgcharts/Management-Typical-Orgcharts-Design-Elements-Organizational-Chart.png
Screenshot (Organizational Chart Template):
http://www.conceptdraw.com/solution-park/resource/images/solutions/25-typicalorgcharts/Management-Typical-Orgcharts-Hierarchical-Org-Chart-Template-8.png

Founded in 1993, Computer Systems Odessa supplies cross-platform productivity tools and
graphic technologies to professional and corporate users around the world. With
headquarters in Odessa, Ukraine, and an U.S. office in San Jose, California, CS Odessa
sells products internationally through resellers in over 30 countries. The ConceptDraw
line of products has won numerous awards and is used by hundreds of thousands of people
all over the world. Computer Systems Odessa. ConceptDraw is a registered trademark, and
ConceptDraw Office, ConceptDraw Solution Park, ConceptDraw PRO, ConceptDraw
MINDMAP,
ConceptDraw PROJECT, and ConceptDraw Solution Browser are trademarks of CS Odessa.
All
other trademarks and registered trademarks are the properties of their respective owners.
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